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1: Gifts and exemptions from Inheritance Tax - Money Advice Service
Chapters presented include individual income tax planning, foundational wealth transfer planning, philanthropic
planning, as well as a tax policy and a bonus section on tax-related identify theft. Installment two (March ): The second
edition delivers insights, planning tools, and new perspectives to take action on more complex issues.

How is the net value of my estate determined? To determine the current net value, add your assets, then
subtract your debts. Include your home, business interests, bank accounts, investments, personal property,
IRAs, retirement plans and death benefits from your life insurance. How can I reduce or eliminate my estate
taxes? In the simplest terms, there are three ways: If you are married, use both estate tax exemptions. Remove
assets from your estate before you die. Use Both Exemptions If your spouse is a U. But there can be problems
when the second spouse dies. When Bob dies, he leaves everything to Sue, so no estate taxes are due then.
Congress tried to fix this. If Bob dies in or , his unused exemption can be transferred to Sue. Also, by leaving
everything to Sue, Bob has no control over how his share of the assets are managed or distributed. If Bob and
Sue plan ahead, they can use both exemptions and solve these problems. Married couples with estates of all
sizes find these benefits appealing. This planning can also be done in a will, but you would not avoid probate
or enjoy the other benefits of a living trust. Remove Assets From Your Estate One way to reduce estate taxes
is to reduce the size of your estate before you die. So, spend some and enjoy it! Also, you probably know
whom you want to have your assets after you die. If you can afford it, why not make some gifts now and save
estate taxes? Appreciating assets are best to give because any future appreciation will also be out of your
estate. Gifted assets keep your cost basis what you paid for them , so recipients may pay capital gains tax
when they sell. Some popular strategies are introduced below. This amount is tied to inflation and may
increase every few years. State laws may differ. Charitable gifts are still unlimited. So are gifts for tuition and
medical expenses if you give directly to the institution. As long as you live three years after the transfer of an
existing policy, the death benefits will not be included in your estate. Usually the ILIT is also beneficiary of
the policy, giving you the option of keeping the proceeds in the trust for years, with periodic distributions to
your spouse, children and grandchildren. Proceeds kept in the trust are protected from irresponsible spending,
creditors and even spouses. It allows you to transfer your home to a trust QPRT for a period of time, usually
years. During this time, you continue to live there. When the trust term is up, the home transfers to the trust
beneficiaries, usually your children. If you wish to stay there longer, you may make arrangements to pay rent.
If you die before the trust term ends, your home will be included in your estate, just as it would without a
QPRT. A QPRT "leverages" your estate tax exemption. Since your children will not receive the house until the
trust ends, its value as a gift is reduced. That leaves much more of your exemption for other assets. The main
difference is that a GRAT or GRUT lets you transfer an income-producing asset stock, real estate, business to
a trust for a set number of years, removing it from your estate -- and still receive the income. If the income is a
set amount, the trust is called a GRAT. When the trust ends, the asset will go to the beneficiaries of the trust.
Since they will not receive it until then, the value of the gift is reduced. If you die before the trust ends, some
or all of the asset may be in your estate. They can also protect the assets from future lawsuits and creditors. In
exchange, you receive ownership interests. You can give ownership interests to your children, which removes
value from your taxable estate. These interests cannot be sold or transferred without your approval, and
because there is no market for these interests, their value is often discounted. This lets you transfer the
underlying assets to your children at a reduced value, without losing control. Charitable Remainder Trust CRT
A CRT lets you convert a highly appreciated asset like stocks or investment real estate into a lifetime income
without paying capital gains tax when the asset is sold. It also reduces your income and estate taxes, and lets
you benefit a charity that has special meaning to you. With a CRT, you transfer the asset to an irrevocable
trust. This removes it from your estate. You also get an immediate charitable income tax deduction. The trust
then sells the asset at market value, paying no capital gains tax, and reinvests in income-producing assets. For
the rest of your life, the trust pays you an income. Since the principal has not been reduced by capital gains
tax, you can receive more income over your lifetime than if you had sold the asset yourself. After you die, the
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trust assets go to the charity you have chosen. You transfer an asset to the trust, which reduces the size of your
estate and saves estate taxes. But instead of paying the income to you, the trust pays it to a charity for a set
number of years or until you die. After the trust ends, the trust assets will go to your spouse, children or other
beneficiaries. The three-year rule mentioned earlier does not apply to new policies. But you should not be the
owner of the policy -- that would increase your taxable estate and estate taxes. To keep the death benefits out
of your estate, set up an ILIT and have the trustee purchase the policy for you.
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2: Understanding Charitable Remainder Trusts - www.enganchecubano.com
The new tax act, P.L. , known as the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA), includes wide-ranging, albeit mostly temporary,
changes to the individual income and transfer tax regime. As a result, given the integrated nature of tax laws and
personal financial planning, many strategies that were once.

As a planner, you can now devise wealth transfer strategies to minimize tax implications and protect how your
clients pass on financial assets and other property to family members. Minimizing Gift Tax Value Decide to
take advantage of current low interest rates by establishing grantor-retained annuity trusts GRATs to remove
large assets that are expected to increase in value, so your grantor clients can transfer appreciated property to
their heirs tax-free when the trust ends. They can be especially effective with clients who have potentially
appreciating assets, such as depressed stock or shares in a private company that eventually go public. Seek the
oversight of legal counsel in creating rolling GRATs that will have the potential to move greater wealth over a
shorter period of time. Note that a rolling GRAT strategy is generally an efficient alternative, because it
provides grantors with multiple opportunities to transfer substantial assets, even in unfavorable market
environments. In contrast to conventional GRATs, rolling short-term GRATs can flourish on volatility and
lend themselves to aggressive, even varying, asset allocations. Interest rates are typically not a key factor of
overall performance with rolling GRATs, as low initial rates often rise as the trusts turn over, and vice versa.
A grantor is entitled to a yearly charitable deduction for the annuity to a designated charity from the CLAT for
a number of years. Consider CLATs for high net worth clients who have identifiable philanthropic desires and
no need for current income. CLATs are generally most efficacious as long-term vehicles. Keeping Wealth in
the Family Talk to your clients about the possibility of doing a family loan, another tax-free wealth transfer
approach that may be useful for passing on an amount greater than either the annual gift exclusion or the
lifetime gift exemption. Work in conjunction with an estate planning attorney who can appropriately draft
these family agreements to pass muster with the IRS. Ensure that the intra-family loans are fully documented
and suitably structured, so the money will be paid back on schedule. Inform your clients that making
intra-family loans may be favorable because of their current low interest rates. Recognize that your lending
clients may forgive part of the loans each year up to the annual gift tax exclusion amount, without gift tax
ramifications. Gifting with Advanced Grantor Techniques Your grantor clients can appropriately use an
installment sale to an intentionally defective grantor trust IDGT , another advantageous planning technique to
further leverage the expected appreciation of trust property over prevailing interest rates. In essence, the
property that is sold to the trust should generate sufficient cash flow to pay down the note. In effect, grantors
are not required to report the sale transaction on the income tax return, even though they are considered to be
owners of the trust property for income taxes. A pivotal advantage of the IDGT as a wealth transfer strategy
over other techniques is that the sale structure and note may be devised with significant flexibility and
customization. With the advice of legal counsel and tax attorneys, you can have the grantor client make a seed
gift to an IDGT in order to support the subsequent purchase of assets. This seeding is suggested to ensure the
sale will be established as a bona fide sale, rather than a gift. Enhancing Legacy Planning Think about
leveraging dynasty trusts for your clients and families who desire to transfer prodigious assets throughout
multiple generations with minimal additional estate or GST taxes. Only some states and jurisdictions allow
such long-lasting trusts. With the counsel of a seasoned estate planning attorney, you should verify the
applicable state law with respect to the maximum allowable period of the dynasty trust. Design these trusts
with family money available to help for life events, such as exorbitant medical costs, college education, and
down payments for homes. There is also a greater chance for family disputes as the number of dynasty trust
beneficiaries increases over time. Be careful to segregate business and professional risks. Valuation discounts
arising from lack of liquidity and marketability will apply for gift tax purposes, because limited partners have
no say in running the partnership and usually cannot sell against their interests. Consider how the payments of
estate and gift taxes will be funded when implementing FLP planning. There will be situations in which an
estate will need liquid funds to pay post-death taxes and expenses. Closely monitor your wealth transfer plans,
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as future tax laws may determine whether there should be changes in current estate strategies. The planning
that may have been appropriate years ago may not be suitable now.
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3: Capital Transfer Tax
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Where to get advice on estate and tax planning How much can I give to my spouse or civil partner tax-free?
Married couples and civil partners are allowed to pass their estate to their spouse tax-free when they die. In
other words, the surviving spouse can inherit the entire estate without having to pay Inheritance Tax. They can
also pass on their unused tax-free allowance to their spouse. What and how much you wish to give your
children or other members of your family is completely up to you. You should also bear in mind that your gift
could incur other types of tax, such as Income Tax or Capital Gains Tax. A gift of shares for example, might
incur Income Tax. See the Money website for more information. This will make it easier for the executor of
your estate to work out during probate what parts of your estate are liable for tax. How much can I give to
charity tax-free? There is no limit to how much and how often you can give to a charity without incurring
Inheritance Tax. You could also get some relief on other types of tax such as Income Tax, when you do this.
This could save thousands of pounds. Learn more about The tax benefits of giving to charity. This is known as
an annual exemption. As such, no Inheritance Tax is due on them. The amount of tax to pay on these gifts
depends on whether it was given within 7 years before the person died. If you do this, you have to use up all
your allowance in that tax year. What else can I give tax-free? None of these gifts are subject to Inheritance
Tax. Wedding gifts In this case, if the gift is to be effective for inheritance tax purposes, it has to be made
before, not after, the wedding and the wedding has to happen, and it has to be: Gifts to help with living costs
Gifts to help pay the living costs of an ex-spouse, an elderly dependent or a child under 18 or in full-time
education are exempt. Gifts from your surplus income If you have enough income to maintain your usual
standard of living, you can make gifts from your surplus income. Otherwise, Inheritance Tax is very likely to
due on these gifts when you die. The rules for this exemption are complex - for example, these gifts must be
regular, so you need to be committed to keeping up with making these gifts. This is a good way of giving gifts
on birthdays, Christmas or even to pay life insurance premiums. If you give a gift to a charity, museum,
university or community amateur sports club, this is exempt from tax. See The tax benefits of giving to charity
for more information. If you do not survive the gift by 7 years, the exemption fails. How much tax is due
depends on when it was given â€” the rate of tax is lower for older gifts. For example, if you continue to live
for free in the house you gave your child more than 10 years ago. The house would still be considered part of
your estate and therefore subject to Inheritance Tax. UK for more information about PETs. Before you make
that gift, get professional advice to help you and the recipient make the most of your gift. What else is exempt
from Inheritance Tax? Certain assets are exempt from Inheritance Tax, or at least eligible for a reduced rate.
These exemptions are also known as tax reliefs. UK Woodland property If you leave a woodland property, the
land itself is not subject to Inheritance Tax. Contact the probate and Inheritance Tax helpline for more
information. Heritage assets If you own a building, land, or objects of national scientific, historic or artistic
importance, you could claim relief from Inheritance Tax. There are however certain conditions that must be
met in order to get this relief. Some gifts depending on the value and when it was given. See What else can I
give tax-free? It depends on the type of trust you choose to set up to hold the asset. Learn more in Using a trust
to cut your Inheritance Tax. Making gifts and transfers in your lifetime is one way of planning your estate. But
the law in this area is quite complex. The same also applies to putting your assets into a trust for your family
to inherit when you die. To search for an estate and tax planning adviser in your area, use:
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4: How to Reduce or Eliminate Estate Taxes - www.enganchecubano.com
Understanding Estate Taxes. 1. What are estate taxes? Estate taxes are different from and in addition to probate
expenses, which can be avoided with a revocable living trust, and final income taxes, which must be paid on income you
receive in the year you die.

State capital gains tax may also apply. Can I receive a fixed income instead? You can elect instead to receive a
fixed income, in which case the trust would be called a charitable remainder annuity trust. This option is
usually a good choice at older ages. Who can receive income from the trust? Trust income, which is generally
taxable in the year it is received, can be paid to you for your lifetime. If you are married, it can be paid for as
long as either of you lives. The income can also be paid to your children for their lifetimes or to any other
person or entity you wish, providing the trust meets certain requirements. In addition, there are gift and estate
tax considerations if someone other than you receives it. Do I have to take the income now? You can set up
the trust and take the income tax deduction now, but postpone taking the income until later. By then, with
good management, the trust assets will have appreciated considerably in value, resulting in more income for
you. How is the income tax deduction determined? The deduction is based on the amount of income received,
the type and value of the asset, the ages of the people receiving the income, and the Section rate, which
fluctuates. Our example is based on a 3. Generally, the higher the payout rate, the lower the deduction. What
kinds of assets are suitable? The best assets are those that have greatly appreciated in value since you
purchased them, specifically publicly traded securities, real estate and stock in some closely-held corporations.
S-corp stock does not qualify. Cash can also be used. Who should be the trustee? You can be your own trustee.
Most people who name themselves as trustee have the paperwork handled by a qualified third party
administrator. However, because of the experience required with investments, accounting and government
reporting, some people select a corporate trustee a bank or trust company that specializes in managing trust
assets as trustee. Some charities are also willing to be trustees. Remember, you are depending on the trustee to
manage your trust properly and to provide you with income. Do I still have some control? For as long as you
live, the trustee you selectâ€”not the charityâ€”controls the assets. Your trustee must follow the instructions
you put in your trust. You can retain the right to change the trustee if you become dissatisfied. You can also
change the charity to another qualified charity without losing the tax advantages. Can I make any other
changes? Generally, once an irrevocable trust is signed, you cannot make any other changes. Be sure you
understand the entire document and it is exactly what you want before you sign. Sounds great for me. But if I
give away the asset, what about my children? If you have a sizeable estate, the asset you place in a CRT may
only be a small percentage of your assets, so your children may be well taken care of. However, if you are
concerned about replacing the value of this asset for your children, there is an easy way to do so. As the
illustration below shows, you can take the income tax savings, and part of the income you receive from the
charitable remainder trust, and fund an irrevocable life insurance trust. The trustee of the insurance trust can
then purchase enough life insurance to replace the full value of the asset for your children or other
beneficiaries. Why use a life insurance trust? With a trust, the insurance proceeds will not be included in your
estate, so you avoid estate taxes. You can keep the proceeds in the trust for years, making periodic
distributions to your children and grandchildren. And any proceeds that remain in the trust are protected from
irresponsible spending and creditors even spouses. Life insurance can be an inexpensive way to replace the
asset for your children. Every dollar you spend in premium buys several dollars of insurance. Insurance
proceeds are available immediately, even if you and your spouse both die tomorrow. And, in addition to
avoiding estate taxes, the proceeds will be free from probate and income taxes. Combining a charitable
remainder trust with an irrevocable life insurance trust is a winning formula for everyoneâ€”you, your children
and the charity. You convert an appreciated asset into lifetime income, and because you pay no capital gains
tax when the asset is sold, you receive more income than if you had sold it yourself and invested the sales
proceeds. You receive an immediate charitable income tax deduction, reducing your current income taxes.
And by removing the asset from your estate, you reduce estate taxes that may be due when you die. With the
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life insurance trust replacing the full value of the asset, your children receive much more than if you had sold
the asset yourself, and paid capital gains and estate taxes. Plus the proceeds are free of income and estate
taxes, and probate. Finally, you will make a substantial gift to a favorite charity. And because the charity
knows it will receive the gift at some point in the future, it can plan projects and programs nowâ€”benefiting
even before receiving the gift. Should I seek professional assistance? Be sure an attorney experienced in CRTs
prepares the documents. Benefits of a Charitable Remainder Trust Convert an appreciated asset into lifetime
income. Reduce your current income taxes with charitable income tax deduction. Pay no capital gains tax
when the asset is sold. Reduce or eliminate your estate taxes. Gain protection from creditors for gifted asset.
Benefit one or more charities. Receive more income over your lifetime than if you had sold the asset yourself.
Leave more to your children or others by using life insurance trust to replace the gifted asset.
5: Understanding Property Taxes | Department of Taxes
In , the capital transfer tax replaced the general estate duty, and in , was replaced by the Inheritance Tax (IHT) for
deaths. The amount of tax was derived from the value of the deceased.

6: Essential Tax and Wealth Planning Guide | Deloitte US
The Adviser's Guide to Financial and Estate Planning (under revision) - the 4-volume, 1, page guide, covering estate,
tax, retirement, investment and risk management planning includes content on ATRA and NIIT (Volume 1 available to
all; Volumes are exclusively available to PFP/PFS members).

7: Inheritance Tax in the United Kingdom - Wikipedia
Understanding The Transfer Tax and Its Impact on Estate Planning. 1. Skills Training for Estate Planners. Sponsored by
the Real Property, Trust and Estate Law Section of the American Bar Association.

8: Wealth Management Understanding Charitable Remainder Trusts How to Secure a Lifetime Income, Save Taxes & Benefit a Charity. Since ,
countless families have used charitable remainder trusts (CRTs) to increase their incomes, save taxes and benefit
charities.

9: How to Transfer Capital Gains to New Property | Finance - Zacks
Understanding the basics of estate planning. pay a similar form of state transfer tax, depending on where you live.
States may impose a tax in the form of.
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